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Abstract
This paper focuses at the dynamics of attitude change in large groups. A multi-agent computer simulation has
been developed as a tool to study these dynamics. A major extension in comparison to earlier models is that
Social Judgement Theory is being formalised to incorporate processes of assimilation and contrast in persuasion
processes. Results demonstrate that the attitude structure of agents determines the occurrence of assimilation and
contrast effects, which in turn cause a group of agents to reach consensus, to bipolarize, or to develop a number
of subgroups sharing the same position. The paper concludes with a perspective on further research.

Introduction
The spreading of attitudes and opinions through a population is a crucial process in understanding the dynamics
of e.g., political changes, shifts in preferences, the rise and fall of interest groups and the like. Whereas the
quality of arguments may determine the extend to which one is being persuaded by another person, often people
respond quite simple by favouring positions close to their own, and rejecting more distant positions. The Social
Judgement Theory (SJT: Sherif & Hovland, 1961) is a theory that describes how individuals change their
position after being confronted with another position. The basic idea of this theory is that a change of a person’s
attitude depends on the position of the persuasive message that is being received. If the advocated position is
close to the initial position of the receiver, it is assumed that this position falls within the latitude of acceptance
of the receiver. As a result, the receiver is likely to shift in the direction of the advocated position (assimilation).
If the advocated position is distant to the initial position of the receiver, it is assumed that this position falls
within the latitude of rejectance of the receiver. As a result, the receiver is likely to shift away from the
advocated position (contrast). If the advocated position falls outside the border of the latitude of acceptance, but
is not that distant that it crosses the border of the latitude of rejectance, it will fall within the latitude of noncommitment, and the receiver will not shift its initial position.
Whereas the Social Judgement Theory has been tested extensively for small laboratory settings,
empirical work on how assimilation and contrast effects affect attitude change at the population level has not
been done due to methodological limitations. Obviously, multi-agent simulation provides a methodology
capable of exploring dynamics of attitude change in large populations. Several researchers have worked on
simulating how opinions, attitudes or voting behaviour in groups emerges from locally interacting people, some
working on binary opinions (e.g., Latane & Nowak, 1997; Galam, 1999) and some using continuous opinions,
where influence is dependant on distance (using a threshold, e.g., Deffuant et al., 2001; Weisbuch et al., 2002;
Deffuant et al., 2002; Hegselmann and Krause, 2002).
This paper is aimed at extending this line of research by formalising the Social Judgement Theory in a
multi-agent computer simulation. Whereas previous models incorporated processes of assimilation, and to a
lesser extend, processes of non-commitment, the current paper also adds processes of contrast. This introduces
an opposite mechanism in the model that may have significant consequences for the generated dynamical
processes.
A next extension of the model will focus on the importance of attitudes, which Social Judgment Theory
addresses as “ego-involvement”. The basic assumption here is that ego-involvement provides an important
anchor for a person's attitude on an issue. Ego-involvement is being formalised as the distance between one’s
own initial position and the borders for the latitude of rejection. The higher one’s ego-involvement is, the closer
the borders to one’s own position, and hence the smaller the latitude of non-commitment gets. In a crisis
situation, the latitude of non-commitment virtually disappears, and the person either accepts or rejects any
attitude toward the topic (O'Keefe, 1990).

The model
We have a population with N individuals. Each individual i has got an opinion (an attitude) xi, a threshold
determining the latitude of acceptance ui and a threshold determining the latitude of rejection ti with ti>ui.
Varying the values of ti and ui allows for modeling agents having different attitude structures. For example, an

agent having a high ego-involvement can be formalized as an agent where ti is slightly larger or equal to ui. The
agents are scheduled to communicate on a random basis by scheduling random pairs for each time-step of the
simulation. During the interaction between individual i and individual j, the following rules are applied:
If |xi-xj|<ui
dxi=µ.(xj-xi)
If |xi-xj|>ti
dxi=µ.(xi-xj)
where µ is the speed of the dynamics.
The same rules are applied for the update of the opinion of the individual j. We will first study the simplest case
of this simple model. The conditions are the following: The opinions are drawn from a uniform distribution
between [-1;1]. Individuals are initialized with the same uncertainty U and the same threshold T. Individuals are
fully connected, so every individual from the population can interact with any other. Interactions will take place
between randomly selected pairs.

Experimental results
In the first experiment we vary the values of U and T between 0.1 and the maximum of 2.0, increasing the
values stepwise by 0.1, with the constraint that T>U. The resulting conditions are being run with 400 agents,
setting the speed of the dynamics µ at 0.1.
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Figure 1: Overview of the average number of clusters at the end of simulation experiments for U varying
between 0.1 and 2.0 and T varying between 0.1 and 2.0 (with the constraint T>U) for 10
replications of each tested couple (U,T).
Figure 1 shows that different settings of U and T result in the emergence of 1, 2, 3 or more groups sharing the
same opinion. In the following we present some typical runs for different conditions for the values of T and U.

High ego-involvement
In this condition we formalise agents having a relative high ego-involvement, by setting U at 0.4 and T at 0.6. A
characteristic trajectory of the opinions is pictured in Figure 2:

Figure 2: A typical attitude trajectory for agents with U=0.4, T=0.6. Colors correspond to nothing in this case.

The results show the emergence of a bipolarization of attitude positions. Within this condition the contrast effect
dominates the attitude dynamics; because agents have small latitude of acceptance, a random contact has a large
chance of eliciting a contrast effect in the agent. The closer an agent gets to one of the extremes, the more likely
it is that a random contact will result in (1) a contrasting effect when the other has a more average position, or
(2) assimilation if the other is also close to the extreme.

High latitude of acceptance and non-commitment
In the next condition we formalise agents having much higher latitude of acceptance and non-commitment by
setting U at 1.2 and T at 1.6. A typical trajectory of the opinions is pictured in Figure 3:

Figure 3: A typical attitude trajectory for agents with U=1.2, T=1.6.
We observe that the agents find consensus concerning their attitude position. Within this condition the
assimilation effect dominates the attitude dynamics. This is caused by fact that random contacts have a larger
chance of falling in the latitude of acceptance than the latitude of rejection, causing the agents to assimilate the
others’ position. As a consequence, there is a strong tendency in the population to move towards each other’s
attitude position, which clearly results in the group finding a position on the average attitude position.

Small latitude of acceptance and a high latitude of non-commitment
In the next condition we formalise agents having relative small latitude of acceptance and large latitude of noncommitment by setting U at 0.6 and T at 1.2. A typical trajectory of the opinions is pictured in Figure 4:

Figure 4: A typical attitude trajectory for agents having U=0.6, T=1.2. Colors have no particular meaning.
In this condition we observe both the contrast and assimilation dynamics. Agents having an initial attitude
significantly differing from the average have a larger chance of interacting with an agent having a position in the
direction of the average. Hence, they will often respond with a contrast, moving away from the center. On the
contrary, agents with an initial about average opinion will contrast themselves with extreme agents from both
sides, which results in a balancing of contrast effects. This causes the assimilation effects within this group to
converge towards a single position.

Very small latitude of acceptance and a very high latitude of non-commitment
In the next condition we replicate the previous experiment, only with decreasing the latitude of acceptance U at
0.2 and increasing the latitude of non-commitment T at 1.6. A typical trajectory of the opinions is pictured in
Figure 5:

Figure 5: A typical attitude trajectory for agents having U=0.2, T=1.6. Colors have no particular meaning in
this case.
Here, we observe the emergence of five groups, two of them on the extreme positions, one group in the middle,
and two groups at respectively 0.4 and –0.4. The emergence of the extreme and central groups can be explained
according to the explanation of experiment 4. More interesting here is the emergence of the two groups at
position 0.4 and –0.4. This can be explained by the fact that for these groups the position of the other groups
(including the extremes) wall within the latitude of non-commitment. Hence, only contacts within close range
lead towards assimilation effects, causing these groups to converge. Under this condition it is not possible to
converge at, e.g., 0.7 or –0.7, as in these conditions the opposite extreme would cause contrast effects to emerge,
and force agents in this position to move towards the adjacent extreme.

Conclusions
The first simple experiments demonstrate that differences in ego-involvement may generate different attitude
dynamics in the population. In a crisis situation, where the latitude of non-commitment is very small and the
ego-involvement is high (as described by O’Keefe, 1990, and represented in the first experiment) we observe
that the attitude dynamics leads towards a polarization. On the contrary, when ego-involvement is low and the
latitude of non-commitment is very large, we observe the attitude dynamics to generate multiple groups sharing
the same attitude position.
In subsequent work we first plan to further investigate the parameter space as to explore the attitude
dynamics for homogeneous populations. Extensions of the model will focus on three issues. First we plan to
study the effect of heterogeneity of ego-involvement to explore what type of agents has the largest influence on
the attitude dynamics. Next we plan to formalize different social networks (small world, free scale), allowing
testing how attitude dynamics depends on existing social structures within a population. Formalizing a network
where the links between agents depend on similarity of attitude position may provide a flexible network
allowing for the testing of group polarization and risky shift phenomena. Finally, we intend to extend the model
with multiple attitude issues. This would allow for studying more complex attitude dynamics depending on the
salience of different attitudes at a given moment, involving both the emergence and destabilization of groups.
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